Introducing evolution wireless D1

evolution wireless D1 is a next-generation
digital wireless system. Simpler. Reliable
at last. Your thing is being
g a singer, songwriter, instrumentalist or presenter …
Whatever, now you can reely on technology
previously only accessiblee to professionals.

A Pro-Level Codec
The quality of your sound not only comes down to the micro
phone
or the bodypack — it’s a question of the software, the algor
ithms,
the codec too. That’s why we look to the very best brand
quality
available on the market — the aptX Live® codec with its
extremely
wide dynamics and low latency the preferred choice amon
gst
sound professionals.

 Superior nex t-gen technology,
-band
offering reliable links in the 2.4 GHz
kup channels
bac
 Auto frequency management and
sound quality
 High quality codec for unmatched
 Easy one-click-setup
fect sensitivity
 Auto-gain feature — always per
s (iOS und Android)
 System can be managed by App
channel boosting
 Up to 15 channels available via
 Rugged metal housing

A Reliable Connection
cially in the
Nothing may be allowed to delay your signal, espe
That’s why
2.4 GHz bandwidth, so beloved the world over.
gy, but
nolo
we choose to work with not just one radio tech
Protection.
a combination of ﬁve. The result: Wireless Link
smarter.
evolution wireless D1 delivers stronger, faster,
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The Vocal Set

evolution wireless D1
Feels Like a Scepter in Your Hand.
f It gives you complete control over your perfor
mance. Your link is bulletproof. And everything
outside of the actual singing is taken care of
automatically.

 Up to six evolution capsules ava
ilable:
unmatched range of choice for you
r voice and style
 Automatic gain control:
whether you’re loud or whispering
, evolution wireless D1
always chooses the per fect sensiti
vity
 Self-conﬁguring system:
automatic pairing and frequency ma
nagement
 Stage-proof design:
Rugged metal housing and shock-m
ounted capsules
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The Instrument Set

evolution wireless D1 Channels
Your Sound Through Every Mix.
f l too,
Crystal-clear, powerful, dynamic, and forceful
when it needs to be. The system adapts to your
playing style in a fraction of a second. Powerful
solo? The subtlest rhythm sections? evolution
wireless D1 conveys the lowest bass with the
same aplomb it does challenging high pitches.

 Extended dynamic range:
virtual 145 dB for optimum positioning in the mix
 Lightweight bodypack transmitter,
robust guitar cable included
 Up to 15 compatible channels
(under optimal conditions) in license-free 2.4 GHz band
 Automatic frequency management
 Prevents interference: Intelligent channel back-up
allows co-existence with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
 Audio effects: equalizer, de-esser, automatic gain control
 iOS and Android app for remote control
and monitoring of the system
 Rugged metal housing
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The Headmic Set

evolution wireless D1
Is the Epitome of Freedom
Free hands, free movement and interruptionfree transmission. No matter if you sing,
dance or be the cheerleader — your voice will
always sound clear and vibrant.

 Lightweight and robust:
headset microphone for excellent speech intelligibility
 Ergonomic design — unmatched wearing comfort
and perfect ﬁt in every situation
 Newly developed ME 3 II headmic
for vibrant sound; feedback-rejecting
 Up to 15 compatible channels
(under optimal conditions) in license-free 2.4 GHz band
 Automatic frequency management
 Prevents inter ference: Intelligent channel back-up
allows co-existence with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
ol
 Audio effects: equalizer, de-esser, automatic gain contr
g
 iOS and Android app for remote control and monitorin
of the system
 Rugged metal housing
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The Lavalier Set

evolution wireless D1 Allows You
to Reach every Single Person.
r;
enteer;
k or pressent
Whether your are a keynote-speaker
whether you are speaking to 20 or 2,000 people:
It functions safely, reliably and brilliantly — with
outstanding intelligibility of speech, freedom of
movement and secure transmission.

 Unobtrusive professional clip-on microphone
 Up to 15 compatible channels
(under optimal conditions) in license-free 2.4 GHz band
 Automatic frequency management
 Prevents interference: Intelligent channel back-up
allows co-existence with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
 Audio effects: equalizer, de-esser, automatic gain control
 iOS and Android app for remote control and monitoring
of the system
 Rugged metal housing
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